Realise the true power of
your iSeries with Uti400
from Quattro Consulting

QUATTRO
Going to great lengths - creating seamless solutions

Utilities 400
“With Utilities 400, we’ve found a
partner that provides a wealth of
experience alongside a superb
portfolio of enterprise solutions for
our Infor ERP. The solutions they
provide are indispensible”
Barry Johnson,
Director of IT at Simon Jersey

Realise the potential of your iSeries investment with
high performance data transfer and interrogation
tools.
Utilities 400 provide a range of tool for iSeries designed to
efficiently enhance the management, extraction and distribution
of information for decision-making.
The range of solutions combine powerful features with flexibility,
reliability with performance and ease of use with rich functionality
- so even the most complicated tasks can be easily managed
and configured.

No need to migrate from iSeries
With Utilities 400 running on your iSeries you don’t need to
migrate away. The comprehensive range of Utilities 400 tools
can keep your systems running at maximum performance levels
- delivering critical business information when and where you
need it.
You’ve got a potential power house in your iSeries investment.
Let Utilities 400 release the power potential in your system and
save you the cost of migration.
Learn more about Utilities 400 at: www.utilities400.co.uk
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Introducing Quattro Consulting
Quattro are your one stop shop for all iSeries
hardware and software needs.
IBM’s certification program ensures that customer’s
receive the best quality service from their partners and
Quattro have a long list of these essential qualifications
covering both the latest technologies as well as all
previous levels.
Quattro provide clear, no-nonsense advice and
guidance with a level of hands-on skill unmatched
within the IBM System i, p and iSeries arena.
Quattro are experts in the planning, development
and integration of Utilities 400 tools - and are the
de-facto choice for the UK’s top organisations seeking
to improve the performance and availability of their
data on iSeries.
Learn more about Quattro Consulting at:
www.quattroconsulting.co.uk

RouteOne
Free your data with automated data delivery from
the iSeries to all popular formats. Data is extracted
from the database and/or spool files, converted and
transformed to the required format (SQL, XML, XML,
DOC, PDF and more) and delivered to the end users/
database electronically (EDI, FTP, Email and SMS).

iRoute
Automate data delivery from most popular file
and database formats (SQL, XML, XML, TXT, CSV
and more) to your IBM i. Data is extracted from
any network location, an email attachment or a
remote site and delivered to the IBM i. A powerful
rules engine allows you to integrate your validation
routines within the transfer and transformation
process to ensure data integrity.

ShowMe
Business Intelligence for real-time browser
based information analysis with ‘point and
click’ intuitive role based dashboard design.
Deploy to who you want, when they want with
one low cost enterprise license – no expensive
‘per user’ license. Get to the information
you need quickly TurboCube; our in-house
technology that allows you to ‘refresh’ cubes
rather than ‘rebuild’ reducing the load on your
server while increasing the speed to access
the information you need.

Case Studies
Utilities 400 have a wide range of case studies to
help you see how their tools have helped to improve
business process performance on iSeries. Please
download case studies from this address:
http://www.utilities400.co.uk/casestudies-routeone.html

FREE Webinar
Learn how Utilities 400 from Quattro Consulting can
give your iSeries new life and avoid the need for an
expensive migration. Email Quattro to register your
interest at: information@quattroconsulting.co.uk or
call: +44 (0)7071 700 400

ShowMe+
Business Execution for real-time two way
transactional processing from IBM i and web
browser. Ideal for creating customer/supplier
portals or producing custom GUI interfaces for
your legacy applications.
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